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 From pre-teen to pre-med, this chart is usually loaded with beautifully illustrated diagrams,
obviously and concisely labeled for easy identification.Full, labeled illustrations of
acupressure points in our body. Illustrations by award-winning medical illustrator Vince Perez.
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Good images with readily identifiable points - but only when you have an excellent book on
acupuncture. Great education tool Not only is this ideal for learning purposes, but showing
people the way the body is actually connected. Mine hangs on the wall where I can transform
it over as I follow combined with the sequence of meridians with my clients. Three Stars If
there is a bigger print version of the, I would've bought it. Great information in a single place.
as well technical for me Unless you know very well what you do with acupressure, this chart is
too advanced. Five Stars If you are thinking about know what acupressure factors to use and
for what this is a must For me, the massage therapy acupressure tool, along . I was searching
for a chart that would say that this point controls anxiety or put here for hunger or discomfort.
This is probably great for someone who understands what drilling bamboo means by a point
on the eye. It doesn't tell you how to gauge the cun to obtain where you intend to be - so once
again you will need to possess a resource book for that. Great, pre-laminated tri-fold chart
that's an easy task to follow Great, pre-laminated tri-fold chart that's easy to follow. It was
included with punched holes on the advantage so it can be hung up or kept in a 3-band
binder. But the spots are produced in a method that you could see them pretty exactly. I
would buy this once again, and even more so if they made a larger wall-sized one I could
hang in my own treatment room. You will need to have a resource that allows you to research
what the numbers and letters mean and what they are good for. Its a great diagram to make
use of when explaining to somebody what treatment they will be having and why certain
specific areas are being targeted. This is a good help. I also discovered my gates of
consciousness I so needed to function my kidney meridian. This is a terrific help. I also found
my gates of consciousness. I must say i needed those too. Gteat training tool. It is quite large
more than enough to study all of the necessary points. It is laminated as well so it stays clean
and won't obtain torn like paper. I needed a chart to inform me where to put my ear seeds, but
this uses technical terms which means that nothing to me.. I like it I like it I really like this guide.
It's laminated so that it should keep up pretty well. For me, the therapeutic massage
acupressure tool, along with acupressure chart, were even more helpful than 12 physical
therapy sessions and I continue steadily to reap the benefits of both! So helpful and readable.
This chart is normally a tri-fold, so it folds out to 11 x 25. Great chart for pressure point
research. Perfect Excellent lamination, just as promised ! : ) perfect for TCM wonderful learning
tool Get sick. Nothing anything the same good Detailed This has an extremely nice eloquent
method of showing a precise method of the human body. I'm very impressed..
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